...

Model defines a paradigm for
designing and organizing mobile
applications
Archi defines how a computing
model is realized and
implemented
cannot assume continuous
network connectivity and
powerful client ability

frequency range of elec.
radiation

use different bands in the
electromagnetic spectrum

elec. spectrum

resource limitation on mobile
client forces moving client
activities back to server side
(thin client)

Standard does not work well

...

smart client | low network need
processing ability on client side
for connection operations

Radio
Microwave

Types

Infraed
can be analog or digital

mobility of client

Data to signals

Idea: proxy in the middle, proxy
can process

cheaper
robust to noise
need repeater to retransmit the
signal for longer distance
unit: V

digital

server <-> agent: traditional C/S
iterations

Analog vs Digital

agent <-> client: diff protocols

suffer more from attenuation

exchange/queue messages

A: amplitude, max strength
unit: Hz

offload processing operations
from client

f: frequency
agent

\theta: phase
unit: second

T = 1/f

=cT = c/f; c~= 3*10*8m/s

handle disconnection between
client and server

T: period for one repetition

optimize transmission over
wireless link

\lambda: wavelength, distance
for single cycle
low frequency -> signal strength
loss smaller
sinusoidal wave 正弦波

low frequency -> less bandwidth
size of antenna, wavelength
direct radio

good for thin client applications

1/2: CAS model | Client,
Agent, Server
time-domain representation

Adv

server can shift activities to agent

function of time or frequency

More

low f-> larger antenna size

complex client requests can be
handled

agent can cache to improve
performance

Adv/Disadv

higher f -> larger signal strength
loss while passing through
obstacles

Signals
Client/server model

Mobile C/S

client app needs changes to
communicate with agent

Disadv

do not support disconnection op
for client

Basic Concept

transparent to both C/S
Draw and determine parameters
any signal is made up of a
number of sinusoidal wave

Three-tier approach

frequency-domain
representation

range of frequencies, low to high

pre-fetching

spectrum

highest - lowest in spectrum

compression

client intercept agent

bandwidth

bandwidth

digital signal has infinite
bandwidth
the width of signal frequencies
that can be supported

cooperate to facilitate effective
data optimization and protocol
translation

cache for satisfying clients’
request during disconnection

agent

msging and queuing

analog, in terms of bandwidth
Channel Capacity

the #of unit bits that be
transmitted in a unit of time/s

offload some processing ops
from client

Models

digital, in terms of data rate

server intercept agent

handle disconnection between
client and server

equal radiation in all directions
Isotropic radiator

only a theoretical reference
antenna

2/2: CIS model | Client,
Intercept, Server

Antennas

larger antenna for larger
wavelength

optimize transmission over
wireless link
good for clients with enough
computational power and
storage

Real radiator
Signal Propagation
Free space propagation model

communication can

Adv

Transmission range

can detect signal

diff protocols can be executed
between C<->CA, S<->SA

Range

Interference range

Fading Effects

no need to change C/S

Adv/disadv

mask disconnection and
optimizes transmission

Multipath Propagation

baseband is low frequency, huge antenna
is transmit baseband directly

client need more resources to
run intercept agent

can data transmitted without
modulation?

baseband/broadband transmission

Disadv

Why need in general

shift center frequency of baseband signal
to radio carrier frequency

system overhead
good for ad hoc net

reduce size of antenna
provide frequency division
multiplexing by shifting the
baseband signal to a high
frequency band

need to dev two intercept agents

Mobile Computing Models &
Archi

good for cooperative
applications

Adv
Why need

P2P model

Analog Modulation(low freq
analog -> high freq analog)

avoid signal’s distortion due to
wireless medium properties

...

flexible: server can also move

Adv/Disadv

good scalability

Modulation Techniques 调制

both sides need resource-rich
devices

Disadv

protocol design is complicated

AM Amplitude Mod..
FM Frequency Mod..

Mobility

Schemes
Features

PM Phase Mod..

Autonomy
Asynchrony

ASK
FSK

Digital Modulation | Shifting
Keying (digital -> analog)

Schemes

Applications
Reduce remote communication

PSK

Overcome message passing
latency

multiples users’ signals to be
carried on a single medium
Agent model

simple

Adv

Adaptive

Adv

increase the capacity by reusing
the frequency in diff cells

Space Division Multiplexing
SDM

inflexible

Can move around for the best
server

Adv/Disadv

Be intelligent

Disadv

need handoff

Need powerful mobile devices

no dynamic coordination
necessary

Fault tolerance for autonomous
operations of mobile agents

Disadv

Adv

Security issue

work for analog signals
Frequency FDM

waste bandwidth
inflexible

microbrowser client
required for thin client to
communicate with server

Disadv

guard spaces needed

wireless network

only one carrier can use
Adv

high throughput even for many
users
need precise time sync

Components

Multiplexing Techniques

Time TDM

Ways

wireless gateway

Disadv

server

bandwidth efficient

back-end system
Wireless Communication

no coordination and sync
needed

extend internet computing apps
to mobile env

Adv
Thin Client

good protection against
interference

Code CDM

config all take place on the
server

Adv

lower user data rates

keep fresh data
Disadv

more complex signal
regeneration
protection against frequency
selective interference

precise coordination required

provide high data security'
Adv/disadv

Adv

higher data rates compared to
code multiplex

thin client must maintain
continuous connection to the
server

need persistent wireless
connectivity

Architectures

Time and frequency TFDM

application performance is
highly affected by network
conditions

Disadv

Disadv

Availability
use a wide range of frequencies to transmit
a narrowband

against interferences

Hard to test
Smart client

mix: spread code, msg data
stream

Wireless networks
Components
DSSS, direct sequence spread
spectrum

Synchronization server

Approaches
Back-end enterprise system

Spread Spectrum Techniques

Offline data access

Smart Client

receiver synchronizes with
transmitter in frequencies to
receive the signal

FHSS, frequency hopping

Distributed computing

Adv/disadv

Security

Features

Application deployment

higher reliability and security

Disadv

development compexity
security risk

..

Init

1- Space Division Multiple
Access
1G

Performance

Adv

allow multiple users use the
same frequency band

more suitable for wireless
networks that are designed to
carry voice

client side app needs to know
certain sync knowledge of the
sync server

Handoff management

New connection generation

4 Stages

Data-flow control

2- Frequency
2G

Completion

3- Time

Channel-based Methods

Adv

Types of mobility management

3G

Without location updating
Location management

4- Code CDMA

generate Walsh codes

Long response time
Using Location Areas LAs

no dedicated channel for each
terminal

WLAN, Adhoc Networks,
Bluetooth

Limited capacity for incoming
calls

Disadv

2 Methods

Calculate encoding and
decoding
collision may occur

Simplicity

Location update/registration

2 Stages

Call delivery
RSS

..

suitable for data packets
wireless networks

RSS with Threshold

based on received signal
strength or power RSS/P

RSS with Hysteresis

Handoff Decision Algorithms

RSS with T and H

1- Aloha/Slotted Aloha
for reserve time for transferring

Aloha mode

for data transmission
detect whether the medium is
occupied
the sender terminates the
transmission as soon as
collision is detected

MS connect to only one cell at
time

2- DAMA, Demand Assigned
Multiple Access

Reserved mode

Hard handoff
Soft/Hard

Handoff in CN

CS: carrier sense

probability p
again at predefined time

Persistent CSMA

Make, then break

Soft handoff

Types of Handoff

CD: collision detection

CDMA

Intra-cell

bS coordinated, MSC is not
involved

Inter-cell

MSC coordinate, two cells under
same MSC

Types of CSMA

Non-persistent CSMA

Intra/Inter..

Inter-MSC

Mobile Computing
Time diagram with back-off
sequence

HLR

maintains user data and current
LA

HLR/VLR

CS does not work if the sending
terminal is hidden to the sender

located at the MSC to serve
visiting MS

VLR

CD does not work since
collisions that happens at the
receiver cannot be detected by
the sender

two cells, under diff MSC

located at a pre-specified zone

Media Access Control(MAC)
Methods

Approaches

call disrupt

FDMA, TDMA

...
detect whether collision

Break, then make

3- CSMA, Carrier Sense
Multiple Access

profile of users created in the
HLR

Subscription

Packet-based Methods

4- CSMA/CD

Operations

only work in wired networks, not
wireless

Hidden Terminal Problem
Problems

Mobility management in cellular
networks

Location update/registration
Call delivery

Parallel paging

Paging process

Sequential paging

Exposed Terminal Problem

big

Size of LA

sender: broadcast RTS

save time, more bandwidth
save bw, more time
low location update cost
high paging cost

small

receiver: broadcast CTS
no Hidden Terminal Problem and
Exposed Terminal Problem

static
Location Management in CN

Time-based
Factors

solved hidden terminal problem

Issues: loc update cost vs call
delivery cost

5- MACA,
Multiple Access
with Collision
Avoidance

do not solve exposed terminal
problem
6MACAW

far enough from the previous
one

Distance-based
Location update methods

Movement-based

crossing certain number of
different cell boundaries

dynamic

Polling
WPAN

next state only depend on
current state

Markov Chain Model

WLAN

Short range wireless networks

> run on ISM frequency

Coverage Area

WMAN, wireless metropolitan
area network

WWAN

Long

Mobility Management
Network classification

Satellite Network

Overview

Draw
State transition probability

Infrastructure-based wireless
networks

e.g. cellular systems

Location Management Cost

Infrastructure

Ad hoc wireless networks

State stable probability: the
probability that the MS locates
at this cell

Single-hop vs Multi-hop

calculate S from P

short communication range
MS do location update

low power consumption
low cost

parallel paging

characteristics

small in size

short-range exchange of data
over infrared links红外线

sequential paging

IrDA, Infrared Data
Association

Home address

permanent IP address

Home network

...

COA Care-of-address,
temporary IP address

short-range, ad-hoc networks
Transmission: frequency
hopping

Architecture

HA Home Agent
FA Foreign Agent

FHSS: for interference
mitigation

CN Correspondent Node
MN listens to periodical ICMP
router advertisement msgs from
HA and FA

...
Agent Discovery

TDMA: multiple devices within
the same piconet to share the
FH channel

identify their HA and FA

determine attached to HN or FN

compare network ID of router’s
IP addr with the network ID of
MN’s IP address

Master: determines FH pattern

Standby

Piconet: basic

Same unique FH pattern in the
piconet
all active devices are assigned a
3-bit active member address

1 master, 1-7 active slaves

each piconet use unique FH
sequence
suspend current piconet and
sync to another piconet

MN register with HA, inform
current COA <- done by FA

Registration

standards

Bluetooth

multiple

Networking: Piconet
FHSS+TDD+TDMA
Multiple piconets

Mobile IP

HA encapsulation and forward

packet wrap to the COA address

> can’t be both master

HA forward this packet to the FN
with that COA

Scatternet

multi-slot packets are supported

for MAC: TDMA > multiple
slaves communicate to the
master

Data Delivery

Tunneling

Triangle routing

Issue: Routing Inefficiency

use symmetrical two
consecutive slots

SCO Synchronous Connection
Oriented link > audio and voice

use 1/3/5-slot for variable packet
sizes

ACL Asynchronous Connectionless Link > data

FA updates its visitor list table
that maps the MN’s home
address to its MAC address and
HA address

look up COA of the MN in the
mobility binding table

Process

TDD Time Division Duplex

if HA accepts regis, HA updates
its mobility binding table with
new COA

CN send to HN

Dual roles, a device can be

communication between M and
S in the piconet

diff: FN

MN renew registration if it
expires

Location Management

M in one, S in other one
both S

same: HN

MN register with FA and get
COA

WPAN, wireless personal area
network

Four types of nodes

Parked

HA is a bottleneck

Double crossing
MN inform CN of its COA, CN
direct send to MN

HA sends binding update
messages to the CN

Routing Optimization
for Voice and Data
Wireless Networks
IEEE 802.15
Adv
Disadv
bridge between wireless and
wired networks

AP

...
Handoff Management

Infrastructure Network

no central controller

when MN move to new FA2:
register to FA2, FA2 notice HA,
FA2 notice FA1

Infrastructure

wireless devices use MAC
protocols to access shared
channel

Ad hoc network

Continuous aware mode
AP keep data

Power saving mode

send signal to wake device up

Whole Process

Device Operation Mode
...

System architecture
2.4/3.6/5.0 GHz

3 distinct freq ranges

DCF Distributed Coordination
Function

asynchronous data service
optional

PCF Point Coordination
Function

Applications

Physical layer

Mobile devices
Wireless network infrastructure
Components

two services
WLAN, wireless local area
network

Mobile positioning component

using base stations/ GPS

Service and content provider
GIS Geographic info system

SIFS Short Inter Frame Space

using fixed BSs

PIFS PCF IFS

work with all types of handsets

3 inter frame spaces -> prioritize
the medium access

DIFS DCF IFS

[1*S(A)+2*S(B)+3*S(C)+4*S(D)]
* paging cost * call arrival prob

Foreign network

2.4 GHz

Slaves: sync with FH pattern

#cell * call arrival prob * paging
cost

Mobile node

radio interface

TDD: separation of transmission
directions

MS doesn’t do location update

Whole cost

mostly ad hoc networks - self
discovery
line of sight

just notify network cost

several seconds, response time
MAC layer

Protocol architecture

IEEE 802.11

loc of the BS as loc of the
mobile device

Standard
...

divide cell to sections

Cell Identity

DCF CSMA/CA

Time advance

3 access methods

Cell global identity with timing
advance

Improve

MS send out init signal
DCF with RTS/CTS

know dist between MS and all
BSs

process
Network-based

PCF

triangulation calculation

ETSI HiperLAN
cells to sectors for direction
connection: control + traﬃc channels

network divide to cells

...

TOA Time of Arrival

BS Base station

LBS Location Based Services

MS Mobile Station

Outdoor

MSC Mobile Services
Switching Center
every MS unique

HLR Home Location Register

track MS in its service area

VLR Visitor Location Register

Find location given several TOA
clocks of all BSs and MS must
be synced

MS sync error

Components
Mobile Positioning Techniques

LR Location Register

MS send out init signal
TDOA Time Difference of Arrival

WWAN, wireless wide area
network, cellular network

MS initialization

Call accepted

cal distance between BSs d12 =
(t1-t2)c

only need tight sync among BSs

Outgoing call
Paging

process

not commonly used, hard to
achieve good acc

AOA Angle of Arrival
Processes

E-OTD Enhanced Observed
Time Difference

Handset-based

Ongoing call

accurate, cost effective

Call completed
Receives signal on one
frequency band, amplifies and
transmits on another one

similar to TDOA, handset do
time measurements instead of
BS

GPS

Satellite System
GPS-based

must a line of sight between the
receiver and the satellites
time delay for loc info is long:
20-40s

A-GPS Assisted

loc original data is sent to
assisted server from handset to
calculate
1-8s

Infrared-based, ultrasoundbased, radio-based
Indoor

Network-based
Device-based

Geographical Info System

not work indoors

radio-based: WLAN, iBeacon,
RFID

sender is mobile
receiver is mobile

no MS sync error

